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UPCOMING EVENT
2009 Alumni Weekend
Friday, May 15
1 p.m.: 4th Annual Mu
Chapter Golf Outing
RSVP by 5/1 with Mike Brenner
at mikebrenner@allstate.com
or 614-844-4422
6 p.m.: Cookout at the Shelter
Saturday, May 16
2 to 6 p.m.: Open House at
the Shelter

ON THE WEB
We Need Your Email
Address!
Stay up-to-date on the latest
news from Mu Chapter and
OWU’s fraternity renovation
initiatives! Be sure we have
your email address on ﬁle.
Send your updated contact
information to our editors at
feedback@aﬃnityconnection.
com (mention DTD at OWU in
the subject).

GET PUBLISHED
We want to feature more
alumni news, photos and
memories in Mu Murmurs.
Send your submissions to our
editors at
content@aﬃnityconnection.
com (mention DTD at OWU in
the subject).
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ALUMNI REPORT
OWU and MU will do Something NEW
University to Renovate All Campus Fraternity Houses at Its Expense
By John Ford ’73, House Corporation President

Mu Chapter’s efforts over the last decade to run
a capital campaign have been unsuccessful, for
many reasons. Any alumnus who has made a
contribution, either to OWU or the national
Delt Educational Foundation, will have that
contribution used for the benefit of the Mu
Shelter and its members. We’ll just need to wait
to determine how that will happen.
Last fall, OWU announced plans to
renovate all fraternity houses at its expense. This
was based on the realization that most, if not
all, of the House Corporations do not have the
means to finance the work and the condition
of these 50-year-old buildings can’t wait any
longer. The work will happen in several phases,
with the three vacant houses (SAE, Fiji and
ATO) being done first. Then the three existing
fraternities will move out of their houses and
into the “new” ones temporarily while their
houses are worked on. As each set of three
houses is finished, three more will be vacated
with the chapters relocated temporarily to the
first three new buildings.
The initial announcement also stated that
OWU will assume more operational control in
its fraternities; that failure to maintain required
“occupancy” levels will result in the loss of a
chapter’s right to live in its traditional house;
that the house kitchens will be closed with
food brought in from a central location; and
that room fees will be increased for houses,
like Delt, with single-occupancy rooms. OWU
also proposes to pay for utilities and assume all
maintenance and repair responsibilities going
forward (which thus far have been the House
Corps’ expenses) and keep virtually all the room
and board revenue (which has traditionally been
paid to the House Corporations). The House
Parent system will remain.
The Trustees tabled the matter at their
January 2009 meeting due to lack of sufficient
details. Since that time we have been working
www.owudelts.org

with the Greek Life office and the Dean of
Students in conjunction with Alumni IFC to
modify some of the aspects of this initiative
that strike us as problematical. For example,
we want to operate our own kitchen and have

The Delt house is on the agenda to be renovated
at OWU’s expense.

our own cook. This issue is being reconsidered,
but is up in the air right now. We also want
some of the room & board money set aside
for our House Corporation to use, to support
furnishing upgrades and our undergraduate and
alumni activities. That’s up in the air too. Most
importantly, we’ve objected to a discriminatory
room fee, arguing that if the Delt House meets
its assigned “capacity,” the floor plan should be
up to us; and another fraternity with “doubles”
or “triples” whose members pay less to live there
will have an unfair advantage in competing
for freshmen. This is especially true since our
cinder block walls can’t be moved and it will be
less expensive to renovate our house than many,
if not all, of the others.
We have been told that the terms of a new
“Real Estate Occupancy Agreement” will be
negotiated separately for each fraternity and
that Delt will have a say in what our “capacity”
and floor plan will be and how the ongoing role
of our House Corporation will be defined. If
we can negotiate a reasonable capacity figure,
and some leeway in the consequences if we dip
below it, we should be OK. We can’t ignore the
(Continued on Page 3)
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ALUMNI EVENT
Same Day, Same Time!
Group of Three Mu Delts Get Together Each Week with Their Ladies for Food, Fun and Friendship
By Mitchell Briant ’07

of having dinner with Scott Donaldson ’02
and his wife Briana, and Austin Steinmetz
’05 and his fiancée Cara Thomas. We rotate
houses every week and then go to a restaurant
once a month. Spending time talking over a
glass of wine about life, work, and reminiscing
on good times at the fraternity makes for the
highlight of our week.
These dinner parties are a great way for
us to stay updated on any new happenings at
the Shelter and to discuss ways that we can

There is nothing better than being able to
spend time with friends, especially when they

“I feel that the relationship that the
six of us have built since we started
this event way back in August has
grown stronger.”
are your fraternity brothers. Every Wednesday
at 6:30 p.m., my wife and I have the pleasure

stay involved with the chapter. Our dinner
party is so awesome that we even have a group
on Facebook! We always leave each others’
homes talking about what is to come for the
next week. I feel that the relationship that the
six of us have built since we started this event
way back in August has grown stronger.
I would recommend that everyone try
to find some brothers near you and start a
tradition like we have. I can guarantee you’ll
have a great time!

PHILANTHROPY REPORT
Mu Chapter Gives Back through Adopt-a-School and Highway Programs
Beach Bash Fundraiser Beneﬁts American Red Cross
By Jeﬀ McIntosh ‘11

At the Mu Chapter of Delta Tau Delta, our
philanthropy consists of the adopt-a-school
and adopt-a-highway programs, as well as
one fundraising event held each semester.
Every Thursday, a group of brothers goes to
Carlisle Elementary School where we spend
an hour engaging with the students, whether
it be helping with homework or playing
outside with them. This program is a really
great thing for the house to be associated
with because it is a great way to give back to

the community, and the kids really do look
forward to our presence.
On April 4th, Mu Chapter held its Beach
Bash fundraising event for the Red Cross. The
volleyball tournament has been successful in
raising money for different foundations, and is
a popular event on campus. This is great event
because for a day it brings a lot of students,
both Greeks and non-Greeks, together for
food and fun, all for a great cause.

“Every Thursday, a group of
brothers goes to Carlisle
Elementary School where we
spend an hour engaging with the
students, whether it be helping
with homework or playing
outside with them.”

RUSH REPORT
A Steady Rush Cycle for Mu Chapter
Recruitment Events Include Bonﬁres and a “Slice of Life”
By Cory Milne ’11, Rush Chair

Rush has been steady for Mu Chapter for
the past few semesters. I have been pushing
the rest of the brothers to keep in touch
with the guys that have shown interest in
pledging in the fall, as well as to give me
names of others that they recommend I
watch for.
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The last month is going to be crucial as
we wrap up the pledging and the semester.
It is the last point in time that we will
see many of the guys we are interested
in as fall pledges. Some of the events we
are planning include bonfires, recruiting
through the University’s ‘Slice of College
Life’ program, and a Buffalo Wild Wings

www.owudelts.org

night. All of these are critical to keeping
Delt in the minds of the men we want
to join the house, in addition the active
brothers have made commitments to keep
in touch with these men.
We look forward to a much improved
and anticipated fall pledge class.
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ALUMNI UPDATES

’50s
Ed Whipps ’58 reports that Mu Delt
Brothers of the Class of 1958 held their
annual reunion this year in Palm Desert,
Calif. April 14th through 19th. Bill Russell
was the host this year. Golf and mountain
climbing were on this year’s agenda, along
with great food, drink and fellowship and, as
always, the singing of “the dear old songs of
Delta Tau.”
“In addition to Bill Russell, those in
attendance included Bob Stevens, Roger
Manton, Bob Wilkinson, Dick Hottell,
Fred Rice, Dick Allen, Charlie Brown and
Ed Whipps. World travels precluded Mike
Geehan, Jim Eichoff, Bill Coles and Jim
McHolland from making the scene this year.
Recent health concerns temporarily stood in

the way of Gaylord White, Jon Mallard,
Paul Stout, Bob Clifton and Jack Benson.
The absent brothers were all granted one year
“stays” but are all expected to answer the call
next year when we meet again at Chesapeake
Bay, Md.,” he said.
You can reach Ed at 51 Highland
Court, Pataskala, OH 43062-8910 or at
efwhipps@aol.com.

’60s
James C. Carper ’68 (University of South
Carolina and OWU) and Thomas C. Hunt
(University of Dayton) have just published the
two-volume Praeger Handbook of Religion and
Education in the United States. The handbook
is their eighth book project. Reach James at
jcarper@gwm.sc.edu.

’80s
Stew Hirsch ’87 has been focusing on sports
photography while seeking a new job in the
broadcast media. He’s currently shooting
lacrosse and baseball and posting the items at
www.stewhirsch.smugmug.com. He recently
(finally) had an interview and hopes to have a
new position soon. Get in touch with Stew at
ralph.hirsch.1987@owu.edu.
Gregory Morganoff has been selected into a
program which provides an all-expense-paid trip
to Israel in August. He will then be traveling
around Europe for two weeks afterward.
Germany, France, Spain, Italy and Greece are
just a few places that he will be visiting. Email
Greg at gmorganoff@gmail.com.

ALUMNI REPORT
(Continued from Page 1)

economic reality of the Delt House, which
OWU does own, as a source of revenue.
It’s our obligation to maintain a reasonably
full house and to make sure our actives
understand the importance of recruitment.
We’re satisfied that they do.
Delt has announced that we do NOT
want to be in the group that has its house
renovated first. Too much is uncertain, and
we feel that other houses need work more
desperately than we do and we should let
them go first. Alpha Sig, Phi Psi and Phi Delt
will do that. The timetable for all of this is a
bit of a moving target.
The only definite item on the agenda for

the May 2009 Trustees’ meeting at this time is
the approval of the plan to renovate the three
vacant houses. The rest of the details discussed
above will likely be presented for decision in
October 2009.
On balance, your House Corporation
thinks this is a constructive initiative provided that there are favorable answers
to several open questions - and probably
an inevitable one. After years of benign
neglect, OWU is following a national trend.
Our strategy is to work hard on the issues
that trouble us and try to make the best
arrangement we can for the future of Mu
Chapter. Still, until the open questions are

answered there is room for concern.
We’ll try to keep you all informed. If
you have specific questions, write me or
any House Corp member. You can also
refer to OWU’s web site at http://greek.
owu.edu/study/announcements.html. If
you want to express your views, feel free to
write any member of the Board of Trustees,
or send your correspondence to us and we
will forward it. Please keep your comments
positive and professional. Not that anyone
would do otherwise.
John - jford@jonesobenchain.com

ON THE WEB
Share Your Delt Photos and See
Many More at www.owudelts.org!
We want to feature more pictures from our alumni brothers in
Mu Murmurs and in our monthly e-Letter. If you have great
photos from your fraternity days, send them to our editors
at mikebrenner@allstate.com. And don’t forget to check out
more photos, as well as the latest news and event details at
www.owudelts.org.
In this photo: The Class of 1958 celebrate their Golden Key
Reunion during Alumni Weekend 2008
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In the Words of an Undergrad
What Being a Delt Means to Me
By Nate Goodall ’12

Becoming a Delt in the beginning was just
a name to me, and a few Greek letters.
Now that I have been going through all the
rights and passages, it has come to mean
much more than I ever thought it would.
The four pillars that Delt was founded
on (Truth, Courage, Faith and Power) have
probably had one of the biggest influences
on my becoming a Delt. The active
brothers who have accepted me and the rest
of my pledge brothers made sure that all

of us understood these values. With these
values a man can truly be successful in life
and live to his fullest potential.
Brotherhood is the biggest thing that
Delt has brought to me and my pledge
brothers. From the beginning, 11 people
who barely knew each other came together;
and through the events we have been
through we have become a family. We
can count on one another to help us with
whatever obstacles come our way, and we

know that we will never face anything alone
as long as we remember this and everything
else we have been taught.
Over the last few months I have truly
begun to understand the meaning of being
a Delt. I am also continuing to understand
the meaning of brotherhood. I feel that my
experience in Delt so far has made a huge
difference in my life. I look forward to
people following after me and enjoying the
same experience that I have.

CHAPTER REPORT
Loving Every Minute of It
Mu Chapter Brothers Looking Forward to Spring Initiation, New Greek Community Formed of
Council of Fraternity Presidents
By Andrew Riley ’10, President

OWU is Going to Renovate the Delt House
at No Cost to Us! Read Inside for the Story…
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signed by the newly created Council of
Fraternity Presidents; a council made up
of the presidents of the seven fraternities at
OWU. We are also participating in multiple
philanthropic events for other fraternities,
sororities and organizations. We believe that
Mu Chapter will be a leader on campus in
improving inter-Greek relations.

Address Service Requested

and the weather gets warmer we are sure to
move our activities outside with volleyball,
grilling out, and bocce ball.
In addition to great community
within our own house, the members of
Mu Chapter are continuing to reach out
to the Greek and campus community.
Recently a constitution and by-laws were
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The spring semester at 20 Williams Drive
is in full swing, and we’re loving every
minute of it. The brotherhood is apparent
throughout the house as it is common to
see Brothers hanging out and enjoying
each others’ conversation. We are looking
forward to initiation and having eight more
men to call Delts. As the semester continues
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